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Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/tutorial_cross
-account-with-roles.html

NEW QUESTION: 2
Based upon the graphic below, which answer correctly discribes
the outcome of this workflow's execution given the start
method: (The workflow is valid)
* Workflows &gt; Start Workflow
A. AII objects displayed will be executed
B. The Start task and link only will be execute
C. The Start task and the link will execute, while the session
task will wait to execute
D. The Start task only will be executed
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to the exhibit. Which two options are causes of the error
when setting up VM-FEX on the Cisco UCS B-Series Blades?
(Choose two.)
A. Dynamic vNICs are not supported on the version the admin is
running.
B. Dynamic vNICs are not required for VM-FEX.
C. The dynamic vNIC connection policy was never applied to the
service profile.
D. The network adapter in the blade does not support dynamic
vNICs.
E. Too many dynamic vNICs are configured.
Answer: D,E

NEW QUESTION: 4
You plan to use Azure Sentinel to create an analytic rule that
will detect suspicious threats and automate responses.
Which components are required for the rule? To answer, select

the appropriate options in the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/sentinel/tutorial-detect
-threats-custom
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/sentinel/tutorial-respon
d-threats-playbook
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